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SEWHut Quarterly is a new SEWHut e-publication that 
will be published every three months. It will include all 
the information you liked most about the newsletter - 
pictures, descriptions of what’s new at SEWHut, a list 
of shows, exhibitions and other quilt-related events in 
Southern California, plus more. 

If you are not receiving emails from SEWHut and would 
like to, or if you know anyone who would like to, please 
go to www.sewhut.com, click on Newsletter and click on 
the Sign Up Now button.

If you have information or articles you would like to 
share with the SEWHut community, please let us know 
by emailing us at sewhut@sbcglobal.net

SEWHut Quarterly Staff
Editor: Ingrid Leake
Production Design: Andrea Bacal
Technical Advisor: Karen Crossland
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Fun Stuff from Last Quarter

Westalee Ruler Event. Paula Reid was 
amazing, and everyone wanted her to 
come back. If you missed out and are 
interested, please call me. She will be 
back in September.

Carol Distabile sharing at Bernina Club

Kathy West playing on the Bernina Q20, 
during the Westalee Ruler Event.

Anne takes a moment to pose at 
Computer Seminar

Kris Hatch shares her new grand 
daughter’s baptism dress at Bernina Club
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Is that a noodle on her knee lift?
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Summer at the Hut - Birthday Bash
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More.....

Nada’s SEW Wonderland Story
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I feel like starting this article by saying: “once upon a time” because truly “Once upon a time”, there was me; me, a 57-year young woman looking 
to address her empty nest syndrome anxiety.  Both my daughters had left the nest and my anxiety was somewhat high.  I wanted to channel that 
anxiety into a creative activity that not only occupied and distracted me, but also kept my aging grey matter active.

I decided to learn how to sew and thus enrolled in beginner sewing classes at the SEWHut. Since that first Saturday when I entered the SEWHut 
premises, I have felt like I have been on a wild ride much like Alice’s in Wonderland.  I tasted the pleasure of sewing by making multicolored heart 
pajamas.  The loving guidance and coaching of the SEWHut staff led me to enroll in Mesa College and San Diego Continuing Education classes.  
Now three years later, the pajamas led to dresses, pant ensembles, suits and most recently a bronze-colored coat.  It is the story of this coat 
that I would like to share with you.

Through classes at Mesa College, I was picked among 13 Mesa designers to contribute to a Salk Institute fund raising event for Women and 
Science. We were each paired up with a Salk Institute scientist and were asked to create a garment inspired by the scientist’s work.  I decided 
to design and construct a garment that not only celebrated the science, but also the lives of women scientists, in particular that of Mako, the 
Japanese female scientist I was paired up with. I wanted the garment to be wearable and to have the potential to be dressed up or dressed down 
depending on the occasion. 

Mako uses the HITI gene-editing technology to remove faulty genes and replace them with healthy or functional genes. One of her work-related 
pictures, a cartoon of the DNA with her gene-editing tool, inspired my work. I visualized a bronze-colored coat to reflect the bronze age of gene 
editing-based medicine lined in green to reflect the color of cured cells as seen under the fluorescence microscope.  To translate my idea into 
wearable art I needed to digitize the DNA and embroider it on the back of the coat, neither skill I was an expert at! I knew I was biting more 
than I could chew.  I felt I needed moral support, advanced sewing technology support that matched Mako’s sophisticated research, and more 
importantly an encouraging smile.

This is where the light bulb went on:  Who better than my friend Ingrid Leake, the owner of the SEWHut, to help me with that? Like my 
counterpart Mako, Ingrid uses modern technology to digitize and sculpt different shapes, be it for sewing or quilting.

As I expected, Ingrid’s love for the sewing art and deep knowledge of modern sewing technologies propelled me forward.  After several 
discussions and trials, jokes, tears and back aches, Ingrid and I ended up with a beautiful coat that has since been in several exhibits and won the 
love of several people, young and old, hip and classical.

Every time I met with Ingrid and her staff at the SEWHut I felt welcome, supported and encouraged.  Belonging to the SEWHut tribe eased my 
empty nest anxiety and ignited my creativity. Being able to design and produce lovely garments brought art back into my life.  I know there are 
several stores in San Diego that sell sewing machines, but what is a sewing machine without technical, social and creative support?

The SEWHut is now my Sew Wonderland.  My coat is the beginning of a ride into wearable art, an art I am hoping to create with the caring and 
genuine support of the SEWHut tribe.

Top Story: Sew Wonderland

Ingrid and Nada in the planning stages

Creating the muslin

Coat fabric Embroidering on the 880
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Top Story: Sew Wonderland
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General Facts
• Isacord is color fast to detergent, chlorine and light.

• Isacord has twice the strength of rayon thread.

• Isacord has superior abrasion resistance both when dry and when wet, which keeps   
 embroidery looking new.

• Isacord is engineered from the finest raw materials. It has just the right amount of   
 elasticity to embroider without looping or puckering while virtually eliminating    
 thread breaks. 
• Isacord thread colors are created using tiny increments of dye that are verified by   
 computer to assure that the dye lots are always true.

• Isacord thread is never over-dyed. Over-dying means that a manufacturer will dye their   
 “missed” colors to black, which weakens the thread.

• Isacord thread has more twists than other brands; it unreels smoothly and does not   
 loop.

• Isacord has a special finishing process that improves performance.

• Isacord thread is specially certified and approved for embroidery by the apparel industry.

Sewing Performance
• Snap bottom cone prevents thread from falling off the spool.

• There is no need for tension correction for different colors.

• Isacord is made for both home machines and commercial high-speed machines.

Care
• Avoid direct sunlight and store in a cool place. (68 F, 60% relative humidity)

• Dampen embroidery slightly before ironing. Iron from the back side. Use a low heat   
 setting or cover with a press cloth.

Thread Facts
• Rayon thread is made from cellulose, a natural product from wood.

• Polyester thread is man-made from oil and is synthetic.

• Rayon thread is soft and has a high sheen but is weak.

• Polyester thread has a high tensile strength, is colorfast and has a high sheen.

• Sewing threads are 3-ply whereas embroidery thread is 2-ply.

• Rayon thread is dyed and processed at 194 degrees F.

• Polyester thread is dyed and processed at 275 degrees F.

I’ve Got a Notion
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Things to Do, Places to Go, Quilts to See

 JuLy

 AuGuST

 SEpTEmBEr

July 3rd and 4th, 10 - 6 
Quilt Show: Big Bear Lake Quilters 
Guild’s “Wilderness Living”
The Lodge at Big Bear Lake

20th and 21st, 10 - 6    22nd,  9-5
San Diego Quilt Show
San Diego Convention Center,  
Hall H
www.sandiegoquiltshow.com

July 16th, 6:30 - 9
Canyon Quilters’ Second Chance 
Auction
Salvation Army, 4170 Balboa Avenue

July 21 - October 7
Visions Art museum: Contemporary 
Quilts + Textiles
2825 Dewey Road,   Liberty Station
Cadenze – Katie Pasquini Masopust
Nano Explorations – Kathy Weaver
Knot Aging – Rita Zerull’s Embellished Life
Lace – Visions Members Challenge

September 1 and 2
mountain Treasures Quilt Show
Busy Bears Quilt Guild
Big Bear Middle School,  41275 Big Bear 
Bkvd., Big Bear Lake, CA
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July 21 - October 7
Visions Art museum: Contemporary 
Quilts + Textiles
2825 Dewey Road,   Liberty Station
Cadenze – Katie Pasquini Masopust
Nano Explorations – Kathy Weaver
Knot Aging – Rita Zerull’s Embellished Life
Lace – Visions Members Challenge

September 15 and 16   10 - 6
Harvest of Color: Quilt Show  
Coastal Quilters Guild of Santa 
Barbara & Goleta
Earl Warren Showgrounds, Los Positas 
& Calle Real, Santa Barbara, California
CQGINFO@GMAIL.COM
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The heartbreak of Children’s Cancer spares no one. Children 
from all walks of life are affected. 

Families suffer tremendous emotional and financial distress, and 
are absolutely devastated.  The typical treatment for a child is 
three and a half years.

The Covers With Love mission is to brighten the lives of girls and 
boys ages 2-20, and to make Rady Children’s Hospital stays less 
traumatic with unique, hand made gifts of cuddly, colorful POCKET 
BLANKETS to provide warmth, and comfort. The large pocket 
allows the children to carry a book, tablet, journal, toy, or a special 
note from Mom and Dad.

The colorful, fun TREASURE BAG with a drawstring allow the 
children to have a special place in which to keep their personal 
treasures.

We also provide Treasure Bags for children with Cancer attending 
Seany “Camp Reach For The Sky” free summer camps, and for the 
siblings staying in the Ronald McDonald House.

The gifts are made and donated by creative, and generous, 
individual sewers, church groups, quilt, and sewing groups, and 
Optimist Club members from all over San Diego.

For more information, patterns, and guidelines please visit: www.
coverswithlove.com or contact Audrey at ccc.optimist@gmail.com
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Your Sewing Specialist

SEWHut
Your Sewing Specialist

4226 Balboa Ave, San Diego, CA 92117
phone: (858) 273-1377
Website: sewhut.com
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Bernina Club says “See you in September!”


